PROFILE
Web and Multimedia Designer with excellent design, technical, and
communications skills. Currently seeking a full time position that utilizes these
attributes to create and improve new and existing designs for my employer.

CHAD WESTFALL
WEB . MULTIMEDIA
DESIGNER

CONTACT

chad@getwestfall.com
(513) 746 - 1884
www.getwestfall.com
in/getwestfall
@chadwestfall
@getwestfall
westfall.chad

SKILLS

. Graphic Design
. Photo Editing
. Web Design
. WordPress
. SEO
. HTML
. CSS
. Adobe CC
. WordPress
. MS Oﬃce

EDUCATION
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE, WEB & MULTIMEDIA DESIGN
Cincinnati State Technical & Community College . 2012 - 2018
Dean’s Merit List . Phi Theta Kappa Honors Society . GPA 3.5

EXPERIENCE
WEB AND GRAPHIC DESIGNER
Cincinnati Circus Company . May 2018 - Present
. Design and build new websites for the parent company and its
subsidiaries.
. Update and redesign existing sites that require it.
. Create and write content for new sites and update content on older sites.
. Create and edit graphics and images in Adobe CC
. Set up web hosting and website security with hosting provider.
. Perform IT duties in the oﬃce when issues arise.

WEB AND MULTIMEDIA DESIGNER
Freelance . October 2017 - Present
. Design, update and build new websites for clients.
. Create and write content for new sites and update the content on older sites.
. Create and edit graphics and images in Adobe CC
. Set up web hosting and website security with hosting provider.
. Deﬁne the brand and set up social media accounts for a client.
EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT UNIT COORDINATOR
TriHealth - Bethesda North . November 2013 - Present
. Coordinate involvement of medical specialties for patient care.
. Submit and reconcile bed assignments for patients being admitted.
. Telephone point of contact for the ED.
. Perform IT duties for hardware issues in the department.

